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Time is a thief. We all wish for more time in our day, our weekend, 
our year. Teachers worry about being ready for end of year testing; 
we worry if we have prepared our students for the next grade level, 
and we worry about whether or not we have made connections with 
our students. In this year more so than any other, I invite you to look 
forward rather than backwards - embrace the possibility and the 
opportunity that each new day brings. It sounds so simple or even 
silly, yet it is the key to allowing your passion as an educator to drive 
your decisions and relationships. I am often asked, “What do you 
like about being a teacher?” That is a difficult question to answer quickly! There are so 
many things I love about being a teacher, but my favorite answer is “it’s never boring!” I 
am so grateful to be in a career where each day really is a chance to improve, to change, 
to try again. No one “gets it all right” day in and day out. Whether you are a first-year 
teacher or a veteran with years of experience, we are all approaching each day trying to 
do better for our students. We all have days (sometimes even weeks or years) that are 
not as successful as others. It is easy to dwell in those thoughts of inadequacy and 
wonder if we will ever achieve the goals we have set for ourselves. We tell our students 
that each day is a new day but often do not extend that grace inward. I encourage you to 
always reflect on what didn’t work, use your support network as inspiration for new ideas, 
and then give yourself grace to accept the learning process and move forward. 
 
One of the best things my colleagues did for me when I began my career twenty years 
ago was to value my opinion and invite me into their classrooms. I thought “Oh, I am a 
beginning teacher, I should defer to them”. They showed me that my thoughts, ideas, and 
methods were important to the conversation and taught me how to use my voice. Let me 
remind you now that your voices are of critical importance to the conversation whether 
that is at your grade, school, district, or state level. Beginning teachers represent 
possibility in the best ways and give us hope for the amazing things educators can and 
will accomplish. Don’t wait until you believe you are ready to be a leader - you are already 
a leader each and every day for your students! Listen, yes - listen and learn but if you 
have an amazing idea or dream - share it! Then work with your team to make it happen - 
possibilities becoming realities creates inspiration and a desire to continue achieving. 
 
 
 
 

An encouraging message from 

2020 Burroughs Wellcome Fund NC Charter Teacher of the Year 
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Yesterday in my biology class we were learning about trophic cascades and the effect of 
keystone species on an ecosystem. I was reminded that, as teachers, we are those 
keystones with ripple effects far beyond what we have the ability to see when we are in 
the midst of our daily work. Every day is not going to be a success, that is reality. We may 
think we ran out of time and didn’t get to move a student as far as we would have liked. 
We may even think we failed our students. Remember this - every interaction you have 
with your students, parents, and colleagues - the good and the not so good - is woven 
together like a rich patchwork quilt to create layers of experience that will shape who you 
are as an educator. Your quilt may not have many layers yet, but it will. You may not see 
your far-reaching ripple effects yet, but you will. Time may be a thief, but the dawn of each 
day and the start of each new school year provides you with the opportunity to live into 
your purpose as educators and let your love, knowledge, and dedication continue to move 
you forward. Start a ripple, let it become a wave of possibility. I know we will all be better 
for what you each bring to the conversation. 
 
 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Regional Education Facilitator Team is excited to announce that registration for the 
first virtual North Carolina Beginning Teacher Summit is open!  The theme, “Growing 
to Greatness: Policies, Practices, and Impact” is the common thread in the 
sessions offered during the summit.  
 
This free professional development opportunity is a blend of live opening and closing 
sessions, live Teacher of the Year panels and pre-recorded breakout sessions led by 
brilliant educators from across our great state. You will be able to self-select sessions on 
key instructional practices to positively impact student learning.  
 
After registering for the summit, you will be emailed the agenda for both days along with 
additional details so that you can plan your summit experience.  Tweet about your 
experience using the hashtag #NCBTSummit21 to share what you are learning and to 
interact with other participants.  
 
We look forward to “seeing” you at the summit June 16th and 17th. 
 

The 2021 Virtual North Carolina Beginning Teacher Summit June 16th & 17th.  
Registration is OPEN! Contact your BT Coordinator for details on how to register. 

 


